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Company: Citation Professional Solutions

Location: London Area

Category: other-general

H&S Advisor - London, within M25 Up to £40,000 package including travel Driving

Licence ideally needed as travelling to clients, but not mandatory dependent on your home

location At Citation, we're not just a company; we're a movement, a culture, and an

opportunity like no other! Our passion lies in development and cultivating a vibrant culture

that empowers our colleagues and wows our clients. We stand out from the crowd by

prioritising growth, investment, and service excellence, and we're proud to say that we do it

without resorting to cost-cutting or bureaucratic red tape. It's all about taking action and

delivering results, not playing politics or micro-managing. At Citation, we're leaders, not

empire builders, and our enthusiasm for what we do knows no bounds.This is an electrifying

era to be part of our team. With a whopping 100,000+ clients across our group companies who

trust and adore us, we're on a relentless quest for continuous expansion. Over the past

three years alone, we've continued to acquire businesses that offer products and services

our clients crave. And guess what? We're not hitting the brakes; our expansion journey

charges on.We're now cruising into our third wave of private equity ownership with

esteemed partners KKR and Hg Capital. And what does that mean? We're picking up speed,

creating even more opportunities for personal and professional development for our incredible

team members. If the thought of this gets your heart racing, you're exactly the kind of

person we're seeking!Why make the move to a consultancy – don’t fret, we’re not looking

for you to have experience in every sector, that’s not possible!Working at a Health and

Safety consultancy provides an enriching experience that significantly expands your expertise

and knowledge, offering exposure to diverse industries and the opportunity to navigate varied
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challenges, thus cultivating a well-rounded professional skill set.The Role and The

Scheme that Spells SuccessReady to elevate your career in Health & Safety to new heights?

Join our dynamic team, where your dedication is not only recognised but handsomely

rewarded with growth opportunities and unwavering support. If you're driven, passionate, and

eager to make a real impact in Health & Safety, seize this chance to embark on an

exhilarating journey with Citation – your future in Health & Safety begins here.Our

Development Scheme, a trailblazing initiative launched in 2017, has been scouting for the

future stars of Health & Safety for the past seven years. We believe in making training,

studying, and full-time work not just feasible but incredibly exciting, both for you and for us.

If you've taken the initiative to upskill yourself or earned qualifications, this is the golden

opportunity to harness that knowledge and drive your career forward.What You Need to

Know:This is a full-time, permanent role.You'll have the privilege of learning from our

seasoned consultants, honing your overall H&S expertise, and preparing for a full-time, field-

based consultant role.All training and qualifications are fully funded by us, and we're experts

at helping you strike the right balance between studying and working full-time (we've been

perfecting it for 7 years!).Tech IOSH status is a must or at least proof that you're on the path

to achieving it.We'll enhance your skills via the NVQ route while you gain hands-on

experience in our field, technical, and content H&S teams.As this scheme leads to a regional

role involving client site visits, a valid driving license (at least upon completing the scheme) is

essential.But the journey doesn't end there! After successfully completing the program and

earning your GradIOSH status, we'll continue to support you through our IPD/CPD program

to achieve CMIOSH status while working as a H&S Field Consultant.Why You Should

Apply:We're on the lookout for your passion for advancing in health and safety. While technical

skills matter, so does your personality. If you've hesitated to apply due to your current non-H&S

specific role, think again – we welcome applicants from diverse backgrounds!Have grand

ambitions beyond H&S? Fantastic! With us, continuous development is not just a promise;

it's a reality, and we'd love to see you rise through the ranks, overseeing various compliance

services for our cherished clients. We also open doors for you to expand your expertise in

diverse areas such as fire safety, DSEAR, and monitoring for air, noise, and vibration. Your

growth potential knows no bounds here.What We Need From You:A minimum of Tech IOSH

status (proof required).A genuine passion for a rewarding career in Safety.A valid driving

license, location dependent.Don't wait – apply now and set off on a fulfilling journey with

Citation! Your dream career in Health & Safety awaits.The Perks? Outstanding!Alongside a



competitive salary, we offer a range of enticing benefits, including:33 days of holiday (inc

bank holidays)Your birthday off work to celebrate in styleExtra weeks of holiday for newlyweds to

enjoy marital blissVouchers for expectant parents, showing our support for growing

familiesHealthcare plan to prioritise your well-beingOur commitment to your growth goes beyond

words – we provide continuous learning opportunities and a clear path for career

progression, ensuring you're always moving forward.
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